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	Photonic Crystals: Molding the Flow of Light (Second Edition), 9780691124568 (0691124566), Princeton Press, 2008
Since it was first published in 1995, Photonic Crystals has remained the definitive text for both undergraduates and researchers on photonic band-gap materials and their use in controlling the propagation of light. This newly expanded and revised edition covers the latest developments in the field, providing the most up-to-date, concise, and comprehensive book available on these novel materials and their applications.
 Starting from Maxwell's equations and Fourier analysis, the authors develop the theoretical tools of photonics using principles of linear algebra and symmetry, emphasizing analogies with traditional solid-state physics and quantum theory. They then investigate the unique phenomena that take place within photonic crystals at defect sites and surfaces, from one to three dimensions. This new edition includes entirely new chapters describing important hybrid structures that use band gaps or periodicity only in some directions: periodic waveguides, photonic-crystal slabs, and photonic-crystal fibers. The authors demonstrate how the capabilities of photonic crystals to localize light can be put to work in devices such as filters and splitters. A new appendix provides an overview of computational methods for electromagnetism. Existing chapters have been considerably updated and expanded to include many new three-dimensional photonic crystals, an extensive tutorial on device design using temporal coupled-mode theory, discussions of diffraction and refraction at crystal interfaces, and more. Richly illustrated and accessibly written, Photonic Crystals is an indispensable resource for students and researchers.

	Extensively revised and expanded 
	Features improved graphics throughout 
	Includes new chapters on photonic-crystal fibers and combined index-and band-gap-guiding 
	Provides an introduction to coupled-mode theory as a powerful tool for device design 
	Covers many new topics, including omnidirectional reflection, anomalous refraction and diffraction, computational photonics, and much more.


About the Author
   
John D. Joannopoulos is the Francis Wright Davis Professor of Physics at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Steven G. Johnson is assistant professor of applied mathematics at MIT. Joshua N. Winn is assistant professor of physics at MIT. Robert D. Meade is a physicist and former research scientist at MIT. He currently works in equity trading.
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Heroic Wives Rituals, Stories and the Virtues of Jain WifehoodOxford University Press, 2009
Although in Hinduism it is mainly used to refer to widow immolation, the term 'sati' means 'true woman' - a female hero. Whitney Kelting has learned that in Jainism satis appear as subjects of devotional hymns. This seems paradoxical, given that Jain spirituality is to disengage oneself from worldly existence and Jain devotionalism is usually...


		

Construct Game Development Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Welcome to Construct Game Development Beginner's Guide. In this book, you will be

	learning to use the free and open source software Construct Classic to make your own

	video games from scratch.





	Construct Classic is a DirectX 9-based game creation environment for Windows, designed for

	making 2D games. Construct...

		

Open Source Development with CVSParaglyph, 2003
The need for a modern source-code management strategy in the distributed open-source community is paramount. The benevolent dictatorship model of open-source maintainers is only quasi-stable, but it is far better than the other extreme: the chaos of democratic code development.
 The best available compromise is the concurrent versioning system...





	

Engineering Service Oriented Systems: A Model Driven ApproachIGI Global, 2008
Despite pressures of economic slowdown and the e-commerce bubble burst, moving towards e-services is a compelling necessity for todays organizations. Companies that are reluctant to adopt a service oriented architecture in their IT systems will be missing out on unprecedented opportunities to create business value with relatively small IT...

		

Advanced Cosmetic Otoplasty: Art, Science, and New Clinical TechniquesSpringer, 2013

	There are only a few books on rhinoplasty and most are limited to the editor’s

	techniques or those of a few contributors. These give restricted information

	on the variety of procedures that are available and are mainly for teaching the

	inexperienced and somewhat experienced surgeons how to do rhinoplasty

	and possibly stay...

		

Field Guide to Clinical Dermatology (Field Guide Series)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		Praise for the First Edition:

	
		"A superb guidebook to basic dermatology....One of the best quick-reference dermatology sources....This little gem should be a favorite of family physicians around the world."—American Family Physician

	
		Geared specifically to primary care practitioners,...
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